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INTRODUCTION 

This report accounts for the privacy/civil liberties/civil rights (P/CL/CR) audit that 
was conducted by the Maine Information & Analysis (MIAC) audit team (Team) for 
the period of 01 January 2022 through 30 June 2022. 

The members of the Team were MIAC Board Member FBI Agent, Greg Hughes; MIAC 
Board Member, Michael Feldman; LT Tyler Stevenson, MIAC Director, SGT Mathew 
Casavant, MIAC Deputy Director/MIAC Compliance Officer and Kent Avery, 
Assistant Attorney General/MIAC Privacy Officer. The audit is conducted pursuant 
to the MIAC Privacy Policy, specifically Part X(3)(B). 

GENERAL AUDIT PROCESS 

To conduct the audit, the Team followed the "MIAC Privacy Audit Policy," which is 
attached to this report. 

As a general note, certain presumptions generally guided the Team in its work. 
Those presumptions included, as examples: 

• That, generally, records that are the subject of such audits are commonly 
understood to be restricted for law enforcement (LE) use only. 

• That, generally, records that are the subject of such audits are typically 
confidential/nonpublic by law, and that their dissemination is therefore 
restricted by law. 

■ That conclusions stated or asserted in records prepared by a LE agency (LEA) 
are presumed to be factually based. 

■ That, currently, no records subject to such audits that are maintained in 
MIAC-administered systems are required by law to be purged. 

• That certain databases in which records are maintained or through which 
records are disseminated (for example, eGuardian) are accessible only by 
authorized LEAs and LE officers (LE Os). 

• That the MIAC Compliance Officer reviews and approves each Activity Report 
entry on a weekly - if not daily - basis, that information is reviewed and 
approved prior to its entry into the eGuardian system, and that all bulletins 
are peer-reviewed before their dissemination. 

• That "personally identifying information" was to be construed broadly for the 
purposes of question 6 on the Record Evaluation Form, and not to be 
construed to mean "personal information" (as defined in 10 M.R.S. c. 210-B), 
which is more narrowly defined. 
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POINTS OF DISCUSSION FOR FURTHER REVIEW WITH THE ADVISORY BOARD 

Points of discussion during the audit that will be further discussed by the Board 
included: 

1. The use of the MIAC to assist in the background check process with the hiring 
of new State Troopers and Police Officers. Does it align with the mission and 
policy of the MIAC? 

2. Recommended minor changes to the Privacy/Civil Liberties/Civil Rights audit 
template to help clarify some of the questions. 

3. Recommend developing a Privacy/Civil Liberties/Civil Rights audit guidelines 
to aid the people participating in the audit. 

CONCLUSION 

■ The audit found no evidence of nonconformance by the MIAC with the 
Center's Privacy Policy, revised 04 October 2021. 

■ As in previous audits, the inclusion of two MIAC Advisory Board Members in 
the P /CR/CL Audit was found to be constructive and beneficial to this process. 
They provided valuable feedback and engaged in meaningful discussion on a 
variety of matters relating to P /CR/CL. 

ATTACHMENTS 

■ Individual evaluation forms accounting for the Team's work during the 
privacy audit. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@ORD IDENTIFl@ATIIDN NUMBER: 2022-0000193 

SUMMARY 0F RE@IDRD(S) EVAEUA'l1ED* 

*The content summary s110111d be a de4deutifiea i1f.tormatio11 regati:ling each activity report tltat can lmvfplly l,e 
'aissemiuated nublicly iu tlte interest ofnrnmoting tm11sparency a11d clarity on MIAG'/s actiz1ities. 

Request for information from New York regarding suspect in felony firearms violations. 

Does the RECIDRD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECIDRD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECIDRD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECIDRD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECIDRD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECIDRDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECIDRD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECIDRD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECIDRD? 

Does the RECIDRD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECIDRD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECIDRD? 

Does the RECIDRD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECIDRD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECIDRD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECIDRD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. 11 

) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

PII included in the request from NY. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE(s!ORD IDENTilU@ATION NBMBER: 2022-0000038 

SUMMAR¥ OF RE@ORD(S) EVJ\:Ill!EATED* 

*Tlte coutent summary s11011lfl be a ae4ileuti£ieil iu.fpnnation regat"iJing eacl, actiz1ity report that can laui.fr1llu be 
aisse111i11ateil publicly in tlte i11terest o.fFP/'omotiug tn111spa1'ency a11il clarity 011 .MIAu?'s actiziities. 

Compilation of information from a Law Enforcement Department's weekly activities. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
X 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? X 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
X reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
X (legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 
X 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? X 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? X 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise t11ereof; or abridging t11e freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the govemment for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

PII contained in the submitted document. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORE) [JJ>El'SlJEIFlCAillION NUMBER: 2022-0000209 

SUMMARY ©F REC®RD(S) EVAIIIDATEID* 
*The coutent summary slumld be a ae4deutified iti/prmation regaining eacl, activity report tliat can laufjj1lly lJe 
disseminated publicly in tlte interest oJpmmoting trausyarency and clarity 011 MIA.C's activities. 

A compilation of a law enforcement unit's weekly activities. 

Does the REC®RD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 

Was the REC®RD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the REC®RD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the REC®RD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the REC®RD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised REC®RD? 

Does the REC®RD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the REC®RD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the REC®RD? 

Does the REC®RD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the REC®RD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the REC®RD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

10 
Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

REC@RID IDENTIFICATI@N Thl'IDMBER: 2022-0000213 

SID"MMARY @F REC@RID{S} E;vi.ALU.ATED* 

*'JJhe coutent s1m1wary slmuld be a de-ideuti£ied iti]prmation regarding eacl, actfvity repm't tltat can lmd]J1lly be 
aisseminated µublicly il1 tlte interest l:fj}promoting tm11sparency aud clarity on MI.A e1s actfoities. 

Homeland Security Information Network request for information related to critical network infrastructure failing. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereofi or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

No information found or provided. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

2022-0000231 

SUNilMARY ©E REC©RID(S) EVAEUJ\'TEID* 

*'I'lte content stmwtary slwuld be a de-ideuti£iea itiJ:mwation regatdittg eaclt activitu rnpart tltat can lauifJlllY be 
tlissemiuaten yublicly in tlte interest ri]yrnmati11g tra11sy/ll'e1icu anil clarity mt MiiUJ:/s actiz1ities. 

Maine State Police pre-employment check. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PU included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
X 10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of tlte press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

2022-0000256 

SUMMARY 0F RE<EORD(S) EMAEUATErn* 
*The content s111m11aty sf1011la lie a ae-fdenti[iea i1iJ:prmatio11 rega1,di11g each acth1ity revort tltat can lauif11lly lie 
'aisseminatea n11blicly in tlte iuterest o]lprnmotiug tra11sy/ire11cu ,ma clarity on MIAC"s activities. 

E-Guardian Entry- Bomb Threats to Maine Schools. 

I 
I 

II 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE<i3ORD IDENillIFI@~TION NUMBER: 2022-00000258 

SUMM'ARY OF RECORD(S) EV'Al]U'ATED* 

*Tlte co11teut s11m111ary sl1011ld be a de-ideutf[ied il'ifpnnation tegarfling eacl, acth1ity reJJort that can lauijj1Uy l1e 
disseminated publicly in tlte interest o:fpmmoting tra11sparency aud clarity mi .Mill. G's acti1:iities. 

Officer Safety information from a Maine Law Enforcement Agency. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 
Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

X mission? 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? X 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

I Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
X reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

I Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
X (legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 
X 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? X 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

II Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? X 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

10 
Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereoft or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or tlte right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

Information received had already been disseminated to law enforcement, kept on file by MIAC. PII was provided in 
the origional submission. 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORE IDENTIElCA'IUON l'NIDMBER: 2022-0000022 

Sl..!Nt:MARY ©F REC©RD(S) EVAEUAIDED* 

*'Jlf_te content smmuary s1,oulil be a ffe-iaentfLie,l i1ifprmatio11 regm'aing each acti'l1ity repofJ: tltat ca11 lmojj_1lly be 
aisseminatea publicly in the interest oJ);pmmoting tra11seprencu aua clarity 011 MIA e's actiiiities. 

Homeland Security Information Network request for information related to suspicious activity in Missouri. 

I 
I 

II 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
sltall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise tl1ereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

No nexis to Maine, information was not disseminated. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE(J_;ORID IDENTIFI@ATION NUNIBER: 2022-0000502 

SUNIMARY ©F RE@ORI>(S) EVAEUATED* 
*The content stmmiary should be a de-fdeutilied ilfjJmnatio11 regarding eacli activity report tltat can lrmfh1lly_ l1e 
disseminated publicly in tile interest o]promotiug tra11spprency aud clarity on MI.A C's activities. 

E-Guardian Entry- Threat of violence to a Maine School. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

Offenders PII was included in the report. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IIDENffiIElCAffil@N N'UJMBER: 2022-0000309 

SUMM.i~llY ©F RE@©RID(S) EVAUUAffiEID* 

*Tlte coutent smm11aru sl1011ld be a ile-identijfiea itiJJnwation 1'egarding eael, actiz,fty re11ort that can lauJfi1lly l1e 
aisseminateil JlJlblicly ill tlte i11te1'est o]promatiug trauspamicy anil clarity Oil MIA G's activities. 

Request for Information disseminated to identify a suspect of a theft. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
sltall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereofi or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

REC©RD IDENmrn1c~m1ON NI..IMBER: 2022-0000311 

SUMM~RY ©F RECORID{S) EV~IlU~illEID* 

*The content sunmtary s1wula lie a de-i<fontiJ}ea i1ifonnatio11 regariling eacl, acti'vity reno1't tlttrt can lauJJj1lly lie 
aissemiuatcil publicly in tlte i11terest <fJairomoting tm11syprency anil clarity ou Mli\(E's acti'llities. 

Information received from a federal agency regarding a kidnapping. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source ( e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the.PH necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
X 10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speeclt, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IIJ.>ENTIFICATION NUMBER: 2022-0000395 

SUMMAR¥ @F RE<sORD(S) ENVAI.Il.:.IA!FEIJ.>* 

*'Fite content s11m111a1'}J slioulil be a de-ideutij;ied i1f.t:ormatio11 tegatdittg eacl, activity report tltat can lauflj1lly be 
ilissemmated nublicly i11 tlze interest o]jpmmotiug trausyawncy a11d clarity 011 Mlll@'s activities. 

A compilation of a law enforcement unit's weekly activities. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
X 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? X 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
X reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
X (legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 
X 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? X 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? X 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make 110 law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereoft or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@ORD IDENOOIEI@ATION NUMBER: 2022-0000310 

SUNIMARY ©F RE@ORD(S) E:V:ALUAWED* 
*The content s111m1tary slwuld be a ae-fdemifjetl i1i]'pnnatio11 regartfing ea.cl, acth)ity report that ca11 laufjj,lly be 
aissemi11atea publicly in the i11terest o]Rromoting trm1sf!,arencu and clarity 011,/\UA.U!'s acti11ities. 

Request for information regarding a drug trafficking investigation. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PH")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
X 10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or t11e right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition t11e government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@©RD IIDENWIFICATION NWNIBER; 2022-0000433 

SUMMARY IDE REC©RID(S) EVAUl.fTATEID* 
*'Fite coutent summary sl1011la Ve a de4de11ti£ied i1flonnatio11 l'egaHling eacTi acthiity report tltat can lauijj1lly l1e 
aisseminated publicly in tlie interest ojpmmoting tra11sypre1u::u and clarity 011 MIA.G's activities. 

Information disseminated to identify a subject regarding a homicide investigation. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the REC©RD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the REC©RD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the REC©RD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the REC©RID? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the REC©RD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORID contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 

X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

10 
Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. 11 

) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORE) IDENTIFI@:A'EION NUMBER: 2022-0000414 

SUMMARY OF REC©RD(S) EV:Al]UA'EED* 

*'I'lte content swumarJJ slwuld be a ae-iaeutiJJea ilifpnnation regarding each acti7.Jity renort tltat can lauijjllly be 
aisseminaMl pulllicly in tlte interest dlpmmotiug tra11s1Jflfency aud clarity ou .l\1IAC1's acti7.iities, 

Information received regarding harassing/threatening phone calls to a State Agency in Maine. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
sltall make no law respecting an establisltment of religion, or proltibiting tlte free 

13 exercise tltereofi or abridging tlte freedom of speeclt, or of tlte press; or t11e rigltt of 
tlte people peaceably to assemble, and to petition tlte government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RlUs©RD 1mENmrn1c~m10N NEJMBER; 2022-0000434 

SWMM'A:RY IDF RECIDRID(S) EVAiltl'A:!EEID* 

*Tlte content summary should be ,1 de-iileutijfied irifprmation tegaraing eacl, activity repott tlmt can lmvfully be 
'disseminate« publicly in the interest 0Jit1,romoting transparency and clarity 011 Ml.AG''s actil1ities. 

Notification from E-Guardian of information possibly related to the State of Maine. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of tlie press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. 11 

) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

This notification came to Maine in error. It was related to a related to a racially motivated extremist group. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@ORD IIDENffiIFI@AffilON NUMBER: - MIAC2022-0017 

Sl.JMMARY @F REC@RD(S) EV,Al'ltJ!A:ffiED* 

*'Fite coutent summary should be a ae-ideutfliea i1ijprmatio11 regatailtg eacl, activity report tltat can lau.YJJ1lly lie 
aisseminatea publicly in tlte interest o]pwmotiltg tm11sparency aua clarity_ 011 MIA.C's activities. 

Homeland Security Information Network request for information reference Outlaw Motorcycle Gang activity. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIA@ for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RE@ORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
sltall make no law respecting an establisltment of religion, or proltibiting tlte free 

13 exercise tltereof; or abridging tlte freedom of speeclt, or of tlte press; or tlte rigltt of 
tlte people peaceably to assemble, and to petition tlte government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No information was provided by the MIAC. Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs (OMGs) are organizations whose members 
use their motorcycle clubs as conduits for criminal enterprises. OMGs are highly structured criminal organizations 
whose members engage in criminal activities such as violent crime, weapons trafficking, and drug trafficking. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@ORD II!)El'SlU1IE.J@Az'llION NfilMBER: MIAC2022-0032 

Sl.JNIMARY OF RE@ORrn(S) EVAilUTAJUEI!)* 

*Tlte content s1111m1ary slioulfl be a de4deutij}etl i1ij'prmatio11 regarding eacl, activity rnpm-t tliat can laulf!1lly lw 
disseminated publicly i11 tlte i11terest o]promoti11g trausparency a11d clarity mi MIA@'s activities. 

Request for information from a law enforcement regarding an overdose death. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 

X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

10 
Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting tl1e free 

13 exercise thereofi or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IDENffiIFI@A'FJON NUMBER; 2022-0000434 

SUMMARY IDE RE@©RD(S) EVALUAffiED* 

*Tlte content stmmiaru slwula be a ae4deutijifed i1f.J:p1watio11 tegarding eacJ, acth.1ity re1101t tltat can lmdjjllly lui 
aissemiuated publicly in tlte i11terest djpmmotiug transyare,rny aua clarity 011 MIA.G"s actiziities. 

Threat assessment regarding a special event. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source ( e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RE@ORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled, or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make 110 law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise there oft or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

Upon request and in support of public safety agencies, the MIAC often assists in the pre-planning and organization 
for special and/or significant events to ensure the safety of the participants regardless of the political or social 
motivations behind the events. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORE) IIDENOOIJ.m.1lA\illI@N NllIMBER: MIAC2022-0069 
" " 

SUMM'ARY ©F REC©RID{S) EV'A'.EU'AillEID* 

*'I'lte coutent s11mmary slioutil be a ile4ileuti]iMl ili]iannation regaraing each activity report tltat can lauij'ully be 
aisseminateil JJJtblicly i11 tlte interest d"Jipromoting trm1snarency and clarity 011 MI.t1.C's acti"oities. 

Request for information related to an Arson. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of tlie press; or the right of X 
tlie people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

R:E@©R:ffl IDENffiIFICAffiION NUIMBER: 2022-0000502 
' " 

SUMM~RY ©F RECORID{S) EVJ\:BUAffiEID* 

*Tile co11tent summary s1,oula lle a ae-ideutijfiea fri[prmation regaliJing each activity re11ort tltat can lauifJ1lly lle 
flisseminateil publicly in tlte interest oJJp_romoting tra11spaw11cy a11d cla1'ity 011 MIA.G's acti1:1ities. 

E-Guardian Entry- Social Media threat of violence to a Maine School. 

IDoes the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORID disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the R:ECORID was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
R:ECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORID was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RE½ORID? 

IDoes the RECORID require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORID? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

IDoes the RECORID contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or tlie right of 
tlie people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

REEJORID IIDENTIEI@ATION NUMBER: 2022-0000524 

SUMMARY ©E REC©RID(S) EVAEUATEID* 
*Tlte content stmmiaru slwula be 11 ae4dentflied itfj'pn1111tion regat'ding each activity report tliat can laui}i1lly be 
aissemi1111teayulilicly iu tlte interest oJJypromatiug trauspJJ_rency a11d clarity an 1\l11'1@1s activities. 

Information received from a federal agency regarding illegal contraband, 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speecl11 or of the press; or t11e right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

It was identified that the MIAC can improve information sharing related to this. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD l0ENffiIFICAfllION NUIMBER; 2022-0000548 

SIIMMARY @F RECOR.0(5) EVAEUJA;'EE0* 

*'I'lte content summary s1,oula be a cle-tdeutifie'd ili.Jprmation regalding each activity report tliat can lmvjjllly be 
aisseminateayuWicly i11 the interest df,:p·omoting tra11sp_arency a11a clarity 011 :MIA.G's actiziities. 

Threat assessments regarding multiple special events occurring in Maine. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 

X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. ") 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

Upon request and in support of public safety agencies, the MIAC often assists in the pre-planning and organization 
for special and/or significant events to ensure the safety of the participants regardless of the political or social 
motivations behind the events. 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECIDR.I'l JrnENffiIEJCAffiI©N NUMBER; 2022-0000590 

SUMMARY IDE REC©RD(S) EVALUIATE[)* 
*Tlte content summary sl10"lil fie a ae-ideutijfied ili£prmatio11 regaiaittg each activity re11art tltat can laui.fJlll!I be 
aissemiuated ppblialy in the interest d]pmmotiug tnmspm·eucu aua clarity 011.Ml'A.('!l's activities. 

E-Guardian Entry- Bomb threat to a Maine medical facility. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

10 
Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall malce no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

Offender's PII was included in the report to the MIAC. 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IDENTIEIC:&IDION NUMBER: MIAC2022-0198 

SUMMARY ©F REC©RD(S) EVAI.tUAIDED* 
~·Tfte content s11111111arJJ slw11lil be a de-tileuti£iea i1(tpnnatio11 regarding each activity re11ort tltat can lauijjllly be 
aissemiuated publicly iu tlte interest onpromotiug trauspmencu aud clarity on MIAG''s actiz1ities. 

Request for information from New York Law Enforcement regarding outlaw motorcycle gang activity. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by th,e MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof or abridging the freedom of speech, or of tlie press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs (OMGs) are organizations whose members use their motorcycle clubs as conduits for 
criminal enterprises. OMGs are highly structured criminal organizations whose members engage in criminal activities 
such as violent crime, weapons trafficking, and drug trafficking. 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

MIAC2022-0214 

SUMMARY ©F REC@Rrn{S) EVAEUA'TEU)* 
*'Fite content summary s110util be a ae4de11ti.fl,td i1i£otmation ,·egaraing eacl, acti1,1ity report tltat ca11 lmtffJ4ly be 
aissemillatea publicly in tlte interest dJJ11_1·omoting tm11sf!Jl1'e1wy aun clarity 011 Ml.iU.Th''s acti1.1ities. 

Homeland Security Information Network inquiry on memorandum of understanding relating to human trafficking. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition tlie government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IDENTIEICA\'lUION NUMBER: MIAC2022-0217 

Sl1NIMARY IDE RECORD{S} EVAEUAIDED* 
*'Fite content summary should be a de4deutifietl ilf.tpnnatiou regarding eacl, acti'vity report tltat can law.fjtlly be 
aissemi11ated pJ1l11icly in the i11terest ojpromotillg tnmsnm·ency a11d clarity 011 MD'l@'s actir.Jities. 

A compilation of a law enforcement unit's weekly activities. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 
Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

X 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? X 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source ( e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

I Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
X reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

I Does the REC@RD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
X (legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 
X 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? X 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

II Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? X 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make 110 law respecting au establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or t11e right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition t11e government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

MIAC2022-0105 

SUMMAR¥ (?)F REC©RD(S) EVAEUATEE>* 

*'JJlte content s1mm1ary s1,oula be a de-ideutfliea i1ifprmation regaraing eacJ, actiz1ity report tltat can lauijj1lly l,e 
aisseminateappulicly in the iuterest o)durnmoting tra11spare1tc!fc aua claritu 011 MIA@'s acti11ities. 

Out of State Law Enforcement request for information regarding firearms. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORE>s prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

E>oes the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging t11e freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

Information requested isn't maintained in the State of Maine. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

MIAC2022-0130 

SETMMARY ©F RECORE)($) EX?/AEErz\IEED* 

*Tlie content swmuary slmuln be a 'ae-fdentij}ed itfjfprmaticm regarding eacl, acti'vity 1'eport tltat can lauijj1lly lJe 
'disseminated 1JJtblicly in tlw interest 01};11romoting tn:mspareucy a11a clarity ou MizH.\?'s activities. 

Information received from Minnesota regarding threats to healthcare workers. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

rnoes the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PU")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

Information shared with law enforcement. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RE@@RD IDENTIEI@J\cTl©N ISHITNIBER: MIAC2022-0179 

- SUM~Y OF RE@©RD(S} EVALUJ\cTED* 
- -

~lte content smumary sltottla be a de-iaentiJiied i1i.Jp-rmatio1t -regm·di11g each activity rcmott that can laivJiully be 
nisse111i11atecl 1Jcttblicly iu the interest 6jpromoting transparency ana clarity on MIAG' s activities. 

Information disseminated regarding found property in Maine. 

I 
I 

II 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 

Was the RE@ORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIA@ for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RE@ORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RE@ORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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X 

X 
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X 
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X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 



8 

9 

A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereofi or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORE> IIDENillIFI@AillION' :l'N"UMBER: MIAC2022-0188 
" -

SI¥IMMAR¥ OE RE@ORID(S} EVAl..fU!AillEID* 

rt!1lfie content s1mt111ar!fc slioutd be a ae-iaentiJJie'a i1i.fpmmtio1t regardi11g eaclt activity rtmot't tltat can lawfully be 
aisseminatea Pcttblicly in t:lte interest <>]uromoting transpprency ana clarity on MIA G's activities. 

Federal Agency request for information regarding an internal investigation. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

!Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

This request did not fall within the mission of the MIAC. No information from the MIAC was provided. The 
origional request contained PII. 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

RECORD IIDENffiIFICATI@N NUMBER: MIAC2022-0193 

SEJlvJMARY @:P REC@RID(S) EVATIEJfArlIED* 

mie content s1mimar11 sltoula be a fle-iaenti.ffiea i1f.lomiatio1t regm·fling eac1t activit1J tfY!prt that can lauf}jtlly be 
clissemi11atea yublicly in the interest ci.JJtnromoting transMarerrcu anti clmity on Mm@'s activities. 

E-Guardian Entry- Vandalism to a Maine utility service. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

IDoes the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

IDoes the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

IDoes the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse X 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? X 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereofi or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. " ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

REC@RID IDENIBIFICATI@N Nl!JMBER: MIAC2022-0254 

SUNIMARY @F REC@RID(S) EVAI..UATED* 

;l;illlie co1tteut summary slioula be a ae-tilentijfiea iti.{prmation regarding eaclt activity r<:port that can law1Jtlly be 
aisseminatea publicly in tlie iuterest o.t'nwmoting transparency and clarity 011 NHA.C"s activities. 

Information received from Homeland Security Information Network regarding information on a subject impersonating 
a law enforcement officer. 

I 
I 

II 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 
mission? 

Was the REC@RD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the REC@RD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the REC@RD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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X 

X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? X 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

X 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
X information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
X data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? X 

8 
Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 

X intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
9 otherwise purged? X 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? X 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
X information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? X 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, X 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? X 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? X 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? X 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of X 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD X 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? X 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? X 

MIAC provided requested information. 

2 



MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

iRECORID IIDENTIEICATION NIDMBER: MIAC2022-0230 

SE~R?Y OF RE<t\l\OiRID(S} EVAEUAU'ED* 

fJ.!lte conteut summariJ sltoula be a ae-fflentijjiea i1ijjormatio1t regarai11g eaclt activifiJ 1'f!;pptt that ca1t larvjjtll-y be 
'aisseminatea puulicl-y iw the interest oJispromotiug tmnsparency ana clarity 011 MIA.€1s activities. 

Information disseminated regarding an attempt to identify a suspect involved in a theft. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the RECORD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
lO left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 
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MAINE INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER ("MIAC") PRIVACY AUDIT 

RECORD EVALUATION FORM 

Updated 2/18/2021 

R:ECOR:D IIDENffiIFICAffiI@N NUNIBER: MIAC2022-0281 

SUNIMARY @F RFE@@RID(S} EVAEUATEE>* 
- -

iltllne content sumnim·y, s1wula be a ae-iaentiJliea i1iJ1prmatio1t 1'egafili11g eaclt activity r~ort that ca11 lauJJl!tlly be 
aisseminatea nuuliclm iu tl,e interest dJfrp,ronmting transRare11cy ana claritY; 011 ~G's activities. 

Request for information from the Homeland Security Information Network on criminal activity in Louisiana. 

Does the RECORD provide information that is consistent with the MIAC's 

Was the REC@RD disseminated by the MIAC to any agency or person? 

A. If the RECORD was disseminated, is there documentation evidencing that it 
was reviewed and approved prior to its dissemination? 

B. If the RECORD was disseminated and it originated from another source (e.g., 
another law enforcement agency), did MIAC review and approve the RECORD 
in the same manner in which MIAC would review and approve its own 
RECORDs prior to their dissemination? 

C. If the RECORD was disseminated, was it repurposed or revised by MIAC for 
a new audience? 

(1) If so, was the RECORD appropriately re-labeled or labeled as 
necessary prior to MIAC's dissemination of the repurposed or 
revised RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require labels or ratings relating to the confidence or 
reliability of the information in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are such labels or ratings included in the RECORD? 

Does the RECORD require any use or dissemination limitations or restrictions 
(legal or otherwise), given its content? 

A. If so, are such limitations or restrictions expressly stated in the RECORD? 

Are any opinions of MIAC personnel stated in the RECORD? 

A. If so, are the opinions expressly labeled or otherwise identified as such? 

Does the RECORD contain personally identifying information ("PII")? 
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A. If so, was the inclusion of the PII necessary? 

B. If so, does the PII included in the RECORD relate to minors, victims of 
domestic violence, victims of sexual abuse, participants in substance abuse 
programs, or participants in mental health treatment programs? 

(1) If so, was the PII necessary to include in the RECORD, given the 
information being provided in the RECORD? 

When it was originally reviewed, was the RECORD found to include erroneous 
data? 

A. If so, was the RECORD amended or rescinded as a result? 

Does the RECORD expressly identify the audience for whom the RECORD is 
intended? 

Does the RECORD expressly state when the RECORD should be disregarded or 
otherwise purged? 

Does the RECORD use broad, vague descriptors (e.g., "extremist," "radical," "far 
10 left," "far right," etc.) of persons and organizations? 

A. If so, was the use of the descriptors appropriate given the purpose of the 
information provided in the RECORD? 

B. If the response to "A" is "NO," was the RECORD prepared by the MIAC? 

Does the RECORD include demographic descriptors pertaining to one or more 
individual's race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity? 

A. If so, were those descriptors appropriate to include, given the information 
being provided in the RECORD? 

Does the record discuss or reference religion? 

A. If so, is the discussion of or reference to religion neutral? 

Does the RECORD relate to First Amendment-protected activity ("Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

13 exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances." ) 

A. If so, does the RECORD include any necessary and appropriate qualifiers or 
context regarding First Amendment-protected activities to which the RECORD 
relates? 

B. If so, was there a compelling reason to create the RECORD? 

C. If so, was the RECORD narrowly-tailored to achieve that purpose? 

No information provided by the MIAC. 
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